This paper proposes a novel authentication system using hidden biometric trait called finger vein (FV). Proposed finger vein acquisition device captures the superficial vein pattern present under the skin of finger. The vein pattern of all fingers of human being is not same. Each finger of same person has different vein pattern. It is the hidden part which is not seen by normal eye sight hence less possible to forge. The paper highlight the primary set up of NIR based finger vein acquisition device to capture the superficial vein pattern that shows the unique features require for recognition. This Paper explores the bilateral and contrast limited histogram equalization technique to enhance finger vein raw samples captured by proposed finger vein acquisition. The performance is verified using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) algorithm. The recognition accuracy is represented by graph between True Acceptance Rate (TAR) vs. True Rejection Rate (TRR). It is observed that TAR Vs TRR for standard data base is 94. 5% and for own data base is 94.34%. It shows that FV has potential for personal identification.
Introduction
Traditional authentication systems are based on the password, access card, lock and key etc. The identity of the user using traditional trends have a lot of issues of stolen the card, misuse of card, forgotten the password and different password attacks. Today's wireless word the transaction through internet is demanding from the users hence needs to develop the authentication system that gives more security of individual identity. Modern authentication system based on human physiological and behavioral detail that gives the security to personal information and not easy to forge is known as biometric recognition system. This paper explores the new hidden biometrics trait named finger vein (FV) for authentication.
Vein detection is tedious process because it is hidden and not seen by normal human sight. It is based on the IR light in which IR light passing through finger is absorbed by hemoglobin of blood and shows dark black lines known as vein [1] . The unique characteristics of finger vein are it is internal part hence impossible to forge, unique, reliable, secure and difficult to trace by eye. It has small size of template as compared to hand vein, less failure to enroll rate (FET), no issues of wet, dry, dirt like finger print [3] . During vein acquisition, exposed time of IR light is very less so that it is safe for human body. The X-ray and vein pattern detection are based on the IR light but the vein is just the pattern present beneath the finger skin known as superficial pattern. Penetration level and exposed time of IR light is different from X-ray [2] . The vein pattern of weak person whose hemoglobin level is not up to the mark is unable to capture. Author in [4, 5] used Infrared light to capture an image of a finger and developed a method to extract the centerline of vein without changing the width and illumination. Vein pattern with finger contour is extracted for recognition in [6] . Unimodal biometric based on hand vein using multi feature based recognition system is reported in [7] . Authors proved that recognition accuracy is more than multimodal biometric recognition system. NIR based finger vein acquisition device of 890 nm has implemented and pre processing techniques like vein normalization, orientation, and Gabor filter shows the improvement in raw vein samples. Minutia feature point is extracted for personal recognition in [8] . Considering the thickness and orientation of finger, author proposes three NIR light-emitting diodes of 760 nm, and a CCD sensor of preset window (W200×80) spread and shows that circular Gabor filter enhanced vein Ridges Yu Lu used contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) method to improve contrast of cropped vein images and Gabor features are extracted for recognition [10] . To improve the contrast, the captured hand vein is enhanced by different histogram equalization methods such as histogram equalization, adaptive histogram equalization; contrast limited adaptive histogram in [11] . Author [12] proposed the skin surface information for registration by calculating the rotation and translation of finger.
Finger Vein Based Recognition System
Biometric recognition system consists of finger vein acquisition from proposed acquisition device, feature extraction, template formation, and matching and decision unit. By matching the template between the enrolled and claim identity, decision is declared that claim identity is genuine or imposter.
Finger Vein Acquisition Device
Data acquisition is the crucial task which indicates the identity of individual. It is important to capture the actual finger vein samples which should not get manipulated or changed. Finger vein acquisition device is based on NIR optical source and simple IR camera that captured the vein pattern. NIR imaging is safer because it penetrate the only the superficial area of the finger. When light is radiated in the finger, temperature of the skin increases, but it is controlled by adjusting operational parameter of LED that make LED within safe temperature range [13] . In this finger is in non-contact with NIR LEDs and acquisition of vein is in milliseconds hence safer. The proposed device is consisting of power supply, optical source and IR camera. The finger vein capturing device is based on NIR LEDs and IR sensitive camera. The capturing device consists of power supply unit, LEDs assembly, capturing unit, and display. Finger is placed on NIR assembly. When power in ON, light radiated from the NIR LEDs that passes through the finger and is absorbed by haemoglobin of blood and shows blood vessel pattern captured by IR camera. IR camera is installed on laptop. Driver of laptop are changed because webcam is inbuilt in laptop which senses the visible light while IR camera senses the IR light. If the display screen is desktop, then driver are not changed. The detail design of each block of proposed capturing device is as shown in figure 1 [18] . 
Finger vein Database Acquired from Proposed Acquisition Device
The Finger vein samples of 50 users are collected. Ten samples per unit of each user. Database covers different categories like VIP person to worker class users along with senior citizen. It is further classified into gender and age with users of age of 18 to 65 years, fatty, weak and moderate health persons..
It is noted that, three user unable to enroll finger vein samples due to weakness whose hemoglobin level is not up to the mark. Another two users are not able to enroll due to their natural finger style. Alignment of vein pattern is not proper because of natural bend at first knuckle. Captured finger vein samples are as shown in figure 3 . The captured raw finger vein samples are of size 640 x 480 as shown in figure 3 (a) . From the original vein samples middle part of fingers vein is cropped to obtain region of interest with finger geometry. Figure 3 (a) shows some of samples of raw finger vein acquired from the proposed acquisition device and (b) ROI of finger vein. Hence these vein samples are not in uniform size. All the cropped vein samples are resized to 128 x 128. These resized vein samples are further processed by pre processing techniques. Fig. 3(a) Some of sample finger vein images capturied by proposed acquisation device. Fig.3 (b) cropped Finger vein samples obtained from samples in Fig 3(a) .
FINGER VEIN ENHANCEMENT
During the enrolment stage, the raw vein pattern shows noise due to high temperature and transmission noise created by the IR radiation through finger. Actual features of vein pattern get hide due to such noise. Hence need to apply the pre-processing method to get better clarity from the raw samples.
De noising
Basically this process removes noise (added during acquisition process) from the raw samples and retains the edges. Generally Gaussian smoothing is used with noisy samples. This paper explores the bilateral and median filtering techniques for noise removal. Median filter is used to remove noise in the form of defective pixel and make the samples noise free. Edge preservation is another property of median filter which is the important information for vein samples [19] . But edge retention using median is not applicable for all condition hence second de noising bilateral technique is used. The pre-processed finger vein patterns of standard and own finger vein pattern is as shown in figure 4 . ROI of standard (Shandong University SDUMLA) finger vein patter is not exact; while of own finger vein pattern is exact. De noising using median filter smoothes the veins as compared to raw samples as shown in above figure 3.Bilateral filter is firstly presented by Tomasi and Manduchi in 1998 [17] . It takes weighted sum of pixel in a local neighborhood. Weights for both spatial distance and intensity distance are calculated. In this way it removes most texture, noise, but preserves large sharp edges.
Enhancement
Histogram equalization is the most popular method for image enhancement. Enhancement techniques are applied on median filtered finger vein samples as shown in figure 4 . This method improves the contrast of entire finger vein sample. Adaptive histogram equalization also improves the contrast of only vein pattern but not entire image [15, 16] . In this method, histogram equalization is performed on different region and noise is removed by contrast limited.
(a) (b) Histogram is clipped at specific value called as clip limit. Generally amplification can be limited by common value between 3 and 4. In this the amplified part or part beyond the clip limit is uniformly redistributed among all histogram [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . These samples are tinned to get only the vein pattern.
Finger Vein based Recognition using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) Algorithm
In proposed finger vein recognition system, Local Binary Pattern (LBP) algorithm [20] is used. The LBP method compares local regions. It is robust against high saturation and irregular shadings in the captured image. Ojala et al.
proposed LBP operator using a non-parametric 3 × 3 kernel for texture classification. LBP is an ordered set of binary values determined by comparing the gray values of a centre pixel and eight neighborhood pixels around the centre as shown in Figure 6 . The local Binary is used to extract local features from the image. Here image is divided into number of blocks of size 6 x 6. Each matrix consists of one central and 8 neighbor element. The central element is compared with remaining elements. This will give output in the form of 0 or 1. This binary value is converted to decimal form and feature vector is obtained for each matrix [20] . Finger vein code = {Number of LBP Kernel movement steps in X direction} X {Number of LBP Kernel movement steps in Y direction} X {Number of bits per each kernel LBP}.
Hamming Distance (HD) is used to measure dissimilarity between any two finger veins. The proposed finger vein system computes Hamming Distance (HD) from the extracted codes with the enrolled ones [20] . HD is represented by following equation.
Where is a Boolean Exclusive-OR operator between corresponding pair of bits and U is an OR operator. The Code A and code B values are extracted for finger vein code vector. Control code is used to determine whether the extracted finger vein is available or not. For determination of kinds of control codes for extraction position, standard deviation of 3 x 3 blocks is calculated from which LBP code is extracted. If a vein is including in 3 x 3 block, standard deviation is very high because the difference between gray values of vein and skin is high. If a vein is not included in 3 x 3 blocks, standard deviation is low. The Mask A and mask B values are extracted for control code vector and the enrolled one respectively. Proposed method empirically determines threshold value of standard deviation for which the EER (Equal Error Rate) of finger vein recognition is minimized.
Result and Discussion
The algorithm is tested on the standard database of Shandong University (SDUMLA). The database consists of samples of size 320 x 240 pixels. It is resized to 128 x 128. These 500 samples are considered for comparison with own FV data base samples of size 128 x 128 pixels. Own database of finger vein contains total 500 samples. The proposed system is evaluated on the database of 50 users. Each user has ten samples. Seven samples are selected for training and three samples for testing. Thus, a total of 350 training samples and 150 test samples are used. For intra class matching, test sample of each user with training set of the same user are used. For inter class matching, test samples of each user are matched with training samples of all other except its own. Hamming distances are calculated between set of test and training samples. The recognition accuracy represented by graph between True Acceptance Rate (TAR) vs. True Rejection Rate (TRR) as shown in Figure 8 . Table 1 shows finger vein based biometric recognition accuracy using LBP algorithm on standard and the own database. It compare the performance of algorithms on standard database (SDUMLA) and finger vein database (own data base) captured using proposed prototype device. It is observed that TAR Vs TRR for standard data base is 94. 5% and for own data base is 94.34%. It shows that FV has potential for personal identification It is very difficult to directly compare the performance figures reported in the literature due to the absence of a standard data acquisition set up, standard enrolment and testing procedures and absence of common bench mark data set. Secondly different test data sets introduce several variations in the system because of population size, population age and or structure, users training and or motivation to cooperate, time line and different population structures.
Conclusion.
This paper presents finger vein image acquisition device, data processing system and biometric authentications used finger vein as biometric. FK images are acquired from prototype compact in size, low cost and user friendly acquisition device. Extensive experiments demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of image acquisition system. Compared with other existing systems, proposed authentication has merits of accuracy, high speed, small size and cost effectiveness. The recognition accuracy represented by graph between True Acceptance Rate (TAR) vs. True Rejection Rate (TRR). It is observed that TAR Vs TRR for standard data base is 94. 5% and for own data base is 94.34%. The future scope includes designing unconstrained hand image acquisition set up in which no guiding pins or even a platform is needed. This can be achieved by using different illumination, multi modal sensors such as IR and VR, sophisticated and silutte alignment and features which are invariant to hand positioning.
